Financial Times via Nexis

You can search content from the Financial Times via the Nexis database. Full-text coverage from 1982 to date with a 30 day embargo on current content.

1. Go to the Databases A-Z at [https://isguides.hw.ac.uk/az.php](https://isguides.hw.ac.uk/az.php)

2. Select Nexis from the A-Z list of databases. If accessing off-campus you will be prompted to login with your Heriot-Watt username and password.

3. Enter your search terms e.g. as screenshot below (for help with searching see the [Nexis online guide](#))


5. The results will be limited to content from the Financial Times.

6. Refine you search if required using further limiters in the left hand column.
Please note: it should also be possible to search within the Financial Times by the alternative methods below. However, there is currently an issue with these. This is being followed up with Nexis.


OR

Select ‘Sources’ then either:

- Type ‘financial times’ in the ‘Search within sources’ box
  OR
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